3 Little Words
Border Instructions
Here’s how to combine all of the 3 Little Words designs into one large, inspirational stitchery.
We stitched the entire series together on 32 ct. Lambswool linen. Choose whatever fabric color and count you prefer. Just make sure the thread colors show
up and look pleasing on your fabric.
Stitch count for entire project is 95W x 388H
Our thread list follows. We used one skein of all colors, except as indicated by
numbers in parentheses. Weeks Dye Works bright leaf, deep sea (2), chestnut
(2), grits, guacamole, Madison Rose, oscar (2), verdigris. Classic Colorworks
boysenberry.
Use our placement graph for placing the 7 designs in the group project. Just
find the outermost stitches on each design, and use those to place the designs
in the corresponding boxes. If it’s helpful to you, draw a box around each design, maybe in a contrasting color, to identify the “box” for each design. There
are 2 vertical spaces between each design. The designs in this series are NOT
all the same size!
Begin at the top and stitch your way down. Don’t worry if you get off a stitch or
two. When you reach the bottom, you can easily adjust the checked border to
accommodate your stitching.
* We will be offering a FREE 3 Little Words design that you can opt to add to your
inspirational stitchery. After our contest is completed to select the winning saying, I’ll graph the winning saying and add that to this page.
** We would like to encourage everyone to personalize their design. If you want
to pick and choose your favorite 3 Little Words designs, do that! The border is
easily adjustable at the bottom. If you want to add the FREE design to your
stitchery, that is another option. It is not necessary to stitch the 3 Little Words
designs in the order that we did. You can arrange them to your preference.
Have fun with your 3 Little Words inspirational stitchery!

3 Little Words Border Chart
Area marked with “X” is repeated from the bottom of the graph on the left. Do not stitch again.

BE KIND ALWAYS
ENJOY EVERY
MOMENT
FORGIVE
MOVE ON
THINK
HAPPY THOUGHTS
YOU’VE GOT THIS
BE YOU,
BRAVELY
Symbol

Overdyed Thread
DMC
bright leaf WDW (2 skeins)435
Madison Rose WDW
3354
boysenberry CC
3803
Oscar WDW
730
grits
3865

TODAY
CHOOSE JOY
KEEP IT
SIMPLE
NEVER GIVE UP
MAKE IT
HAPPEN
DREAMING
IS FREE
BELIEVE IN
MIRACLES
EMBRACE
THE JOURNEY
LIFE IS GOOD

WDW Weeks Dye Works - CC Classic Colorworks
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